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Yemen: A state that must be saved
By Christopher Boucek

Y

emen’s problems are many, and some are
already spreading beyond its borders. Security and stability are deteriorating. The
population is growing rapidly. The economy is
collapsing. There are few good options today;
things will look worse tomorrow. Immediate
and sustained international attention is needed
to at least lessen the impact of some problems.
Yemen is a weak state with little history of
central government control. The government’s
first priorities have been a civil war in the north
and a growing secessionist movement in the
south; lower on the list has been confronting alQaeda, which is now resurgent. The government
does not fully control all territory, nor does it
have the authority or capacity to adequately deliver social services in many rural areas. Organi-

Yemen is often considered a failing state. Its
stability should be a critical concern for the
United States. The international community
needs an integrated and comprehensive approach that addresses both the immediate security issues and the underlying sources of instability and militancy. While military and counterterrorism operations are critical, long-term
development assistance is also necessary.
The United States can support police reforms,
help to professionalize the prison service and assist in implementing effective counterterrorism
laws. Coast guard and border officials also need
quiet aid in controlling smuggling, trafficking
and illicit migration. The international community needs to build local capacity in Yemen before it is too late.

zations inspired or directed by al-Qaeda have
sought refuge in undergoverned spaces.
Spending is not directed toward the root
causes of instability but toward war costs, accelerating the economic collapse. Petroleum sales
supply the bulk of government revenue, but oil
reserves are shrinking and there has been little
serious planning for a post-oil economy. A large
deficit is forecast for next year, and foreign currency reserves are being spent at an alarming
rate. Corruption is a major problem. Separately,
mismanagement, rising consumption, increased urbanization and poor irrigation practices are contributing to dire water shortages.
Sanaa may be the first capital in modern history
to run out of water. The population, most of
which is under 30, is expected to double in the
next 20 years. Meanwhile, unemployment is on
par with levels in the United States during the
Depression.

Internal instability

The writer is an associate in the Middle East Program
at the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace.
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North and South Yemen were united as the Republic of Yemen in May 1990, but the
union is troubled. Southerners argue that the central government has denied the South
its share of revenue from national resources. Protests have grown since about 2007,
with a loose opposition again seeking independence.
An insurgency is being waged in the northern governorate of Saada by Shiites known
as Houthis, who ruled northern Yemen as a religious imamate for nearly a millennium
before being overthrown in 1962.
The conflict in Saada began in 2004, with a few hundred rebels seeking greater
political and religious representation; fighting flared up again in August, when the
government launched a military campaign to quell the insurgency. Fighting reached the
outskirts of Sanaa in 2008, and so far more than 175,000 Yemenis have been displaced
by violence.
In November, Saudi Arabia launched military operations against Houthi
rebels on the border.
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Terrorist ties

Oil Provides over 75 percent of the
government’s revenue. In 2003,
Yemen produced about 450,000
barrels per day; in 2009, about
180,000 barrels per day.
Water 19 of 21 aquifers are not
being replenished.
DEMOGRAPHICS
Unemployment 35 percent
Annual per capita income
Less than $900; nearly half
of the population earns less than
$2 per day.

In January 2009, a video was released announcing the merger of Saudi and Yemeni
al-Qaeda affiliates to form al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP). The group is
believed to have 100 to 300 members. Its leader, a Yemeni national named Nasser
al-Wuhayshi, once served as Osama bin Laden’s personal secretary and was one of the
escapees in a February 2006 jailbreak in Sanaa. His deputy, Said Ali al-Shihri, is a
Saudi national who had been detained at Guantanamo Bay. Areas where al-Qaeda in
the Arabian Peninsula is thought to operate include portions of Marib, al-Jawf, Shabwah
and Hadramawt governorates.

Population 23 million — more
than two-thirds of whom are under
age 24 — and is expected to top 40
million in 20 years. Growth rate,
over 3 percent per year, is one of the
world’s highest.

Map of significant terrorist activity (Most recent in boldface type)

Literacy rate Just over 50 percent
Yemeni soldiers in the north.

SANAA
Feb. 2006: 23 prisoners, including
suspected al-Qaeda members, escaped
from Sanaa prison

l Dec. 17: Yemeni government
conducted raids against al-Qaeda
hideouts and training sites
(17 al-Qaeda operatives arrested)
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(Region known to be home to Osama bin
Laden’s ancestors.)
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Sept. 2008: Al-Qaeda attack on
the U.S. Embassy killed 19
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April 2008: Separate mortar attacks on
Western housing compound and Italian
Embassy and Yemeni Customs Authority

l March 2009: Failed attack on U.S.
Embassy; suicide bombing targeted
motorcade carrying relatives of the victims
of a recent suicide attack in Shibam

l Jan. 2008: Two Belgian tourists and two
Yemenis fatally shot
SAADA

l March 2009: Suicide bomb attack killed
four South Korean tourists in the city of
Shibam, in southern Hadramawt province

l Dec. 17: Yemeni government counterterrorism strikes (three hideouts
attacked, 19 arrested)
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l Nov. 2009: Militants ambushed and killed
three senior Yemeni security officers and
four bodyguards (AQAP subsequently took
responsibility)
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MARIB
Nov. 2002: Airstrike by a U.S.
drone killed Abu Ali al-Harithi,
the reputed head of al-Qaeda in
Yemen, who was suspected of
organizing the USS Cole
bombing
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l Sept. 2006: Site of synchronized
car bombings
SHABWAH
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Sept. 2006: Location of
synchronized car bombings
July 2007: Bombing at Bilqis
Temple killed eight Spanish
tourists and two Yemenis
Nov. 2009: Al-Qaeda in the
Arabian Peninsula released a
video of interrogation and
execution of a Marib security
official
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l Dec. 17: Yemeni
government conducted air
and ground raids against
al-Qaeda hideouts and
training sites

l Jan. 2000: Attack on the USS The Sullivans failed
l Oct. 2000: USS Cole bombed, 17 U.S. sailors killed
l April 2003: 10 prisoners, including several alleged
USS Cole bombers, escape from Aden prison

l Dec. 24: Major counterterrorism attack; raid
targets included Anwar al-Aulaqi, the Yemeni
American cleric linked to the alleged gunman in the
Fort Hood shootings; al-Qaeda leaders Nasser
al-Wuhayshi and Said Ali al-Shihri; and the house of
Fahd al-Quso, who was wanted by the FBI in connection with USS Cole bombing. (Thirty al-Qaeda
suspects of Yemeni and foreign nationalities
reportedly killed.)

